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INTRODUCTION 

 

The Voice, the Revolution, and the Key Study Guide provides three levels of reading content and 

comprehension questions. Parents and students should determine which individual level is most 

appropriate, and feel free to change levels at any time. 

 

There are two printable formats for this Study Guide. The first contains the questions for each 

chapter with minimal writing space. The second has plenty of space included for answering 

questions. Although all readers may choose the second format, it is especially suggested for 

students who benefit from plenty of white space.  

 

 

Three Levels of the Study Guide 
 

Eaglet   Fledgling     
 

 
Answer Key 
 
An answer key is located in the back of the Study Guide. Page number references are provided 

where appropriate for all levels. For Fledgling and Eagle levels, references such as “Research” or 

“The Bible” are provided when answers lie outside the pages of The Voice, the Revolution, and 

the Key. 

 

 

Bonus Materials with Nigel and Cato 
 

The Study Guide is thematically framed around two beloved character friends from the book: 

“Nigel” the British mouse and “Cato” the bald eagle. Bonus materials give readers both a 

detailed and a broad understanding of the material for each chapter in a fun way.  

 

 

Nigel’s Nuggets  

These are non-level specific challenges from Nigel to the reader. They 

involve hunting down nuggets of research treasure in one of four ways: 

Books to thumb through, Museums to mosey through, People to talk to,   

and Grounds to walk through. 
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A reader’s quest for Nigel’s Nuggets might naturally lead to an internet search. Please conduct 

all internet searches under the guidance of an adult. Nigel’s Nuggets are typically posed in a 

question-and-answer format. However, it is hoped that all manner of projects may be dreamed up 

and carried out by the reader’s individual creativity. 

 

Jenny L. Cote would love to see pictures of your favorite Nigel’s Nuggets creations. They should 

be sent to jenny@epicorderoftheseven.com and may appear on her website. 

 

 

Readers will look at each chapter from the big picture 

perspective of Cato the bald eagle as he “mounts up with wings 

like eagles.” (Isaiah 40:31). No specific suggestions are given 

to allow readers’ imaginations to soar with the eagles. Readers 

will summarize each chapter in two ways: Gliding and Soaring. 

The Flashcard Game using the Soaring index cards can be 

played anytime as readers work through the Study Guide. 

 

 Summarize each chapter in three to five sentences, written or orally.  

 Summarize each chapter in one word, phrase or sentence and write it on an index card 

with the chapter number and title written on the other side.  

 Shuffle all your Soaring flashcards. Player one reads the number 

and/or title of a chapter on one side of a flashcard. Player two answers with the Soaring 

Summarization on the other side of the flashcard. Reshuffle your flashcards, switch players if 

desired, and play three times. 

 

A Word about the Wording 
Some of the questions in The Voice, the Revolution and the Key Study Guide may seem oddly 

worded. This is because we have chosen not to end a sentence with a preposition where possible. 

This decision was made to reinforce the reader’s ongoing grammar instruction, and to use formal 

grammar, as readers will be exposed to the vernacular of the mid- to late eighteenth century in 

this series. Readers will note that the practice of not ending a sentence with a preposition was 

favored by our Founding Fathers.  

 

The Epic Order of the Seven will be referenced continually throughout this Study Guide and will 

be abbreviated EO7. The Voice, the Revolution and the Key will also be referenced throughout 

this Study Guide and abbreviated as VRK.  

 

Readers will earn one eagle feather upon completion of each Chapter Guide and one eagle 

feather upon completion of each Nigel’s Nuggets as determined by the reader and their teacher. 

There are ten reading content or comprehension questions for each level for each Chapter Guide, 

and one Nigel’s Nuggets Challenge. Eaglet readers may earn one eagle feather for completion of 

both portions of Cato’s Eagle Eye View in lieu of Nigel’s Nuggets for any given chapter. 
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CHAPTER GUIDES 
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Eaglet   Fledgling    
 

Getting Started 
 

1) Define the Eaglet, Fledgling, and Eagle (Adult) phases of the life of a Bald Eagle. 

 

 

2) How many eagle feathers can you earn if you complete every Chapter Guide and Nigel’s 

Nuggets for The Voice, the Revolution and the Key (VRK) Study Guide, which includes 

Getting Started and the Prologue Chapter Guide? Approximately how many eagle 

feathers does an adult bald eagle have, rounded to the nearest thousandth? 

 

 

3) Is it legal to possess an eagle feather in the United States, even if you find it on the 

ground? 
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Use the Character Profiles on pages xxv-xxvi to match the Epic Order of the Seven (EO7) team 

member with their description. 

 
 

Gillamon    A)  A well-fed orange Irish cat, scared of everything,  

      lives to eat and sleep, immortal  

 

Max     B) A White West Highland Terrier, sweet, feisty, and  

      always sticking up for the underdog, immortal 

 

Al     C) A jolly intellectual British mouse, joined the Team  

      in Egypt, impeccable manners, loves music, flies by 

      carrier pigeon, immortal 

 

Liz     D) A wise mountain goat, serves as a spiritual being,  

      delivers mission assignments to the EO7, can take  

      any form, immortal 

 

Kate     E) A sweet lamb from Judea, serves as a guide in the  

      IAMISPHERE, can take any shape or form, 

      immortal 

 

Nigel     F) Curly-haired Black Scottish Terrier, faithful leader  

      of the Team, brave, immortal 

 

Clarie     G) Petite brilliant black cat from Normandy, France,  

      strategic leader of the team, immortal 
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Nigel’s Nuggets 
 

 

Getting Started 
 

Create something for displaying all the eagle feathers you will be earning for completing Chapter 

Guides and Nigel’s Nuggets Challenges in The Voice, the Revolution and the Key Study Guide. 

Send a picture of your creation to Jenny L. Cote, and you might see your work displayed on her 

website! 

 

jenny@epicorderoftheseven.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Getting Started 
 

Locate video footage of a live Eagle Cam to view a nest of bald 

eagles with their eaglets. (Ex: https://dukefarms.org/making-an-

impact/eagle-cam/) 
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Eaglet 
Chapter 7: Magical Meetings 

 

1) Name three foods that were brought to the St. Andrew’s Day festival. 

 

2) Name three drinks that were brought to the St. Andrew’s Day festival. 

 

3) What would Al have done with all that food if he had been there? What would probably 

have happened to Al as a result? 

 

4) What did Gillamon have with him that held a clue as to his natural identity? 

 

5) What myth had humans made up about the St. Andrew’s Day festival? 

 

6) Name two of the contests held that day and their prizes. 

 

7) What did Clarie pull out of her silk handbag and give to Nigel? 

 

8) Where did Gillamon put Nigel when the humans walked up? 

 

9) Who were John Henry’s three sons? Which contest did Patrick enter? 

 

10) Who was Patrick’s best friend? 
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Chapter 7: Magical Meetings 
 

1) Name seven main courses or side dishes, seven desserts, and three drinks brought to the 

St. Andrew’s Day festival. 

 

2) Who did Liz refer to as the “founder of the feast?” Why? List four separate passages in 

which this event is found in the Bible, including book, chapter, and verses. 

 

3) How are Gillamon and Clarie dressed? Describe their outfits. What did Gillamon have 

with him that held a clue as to his natural identity?  

 

4) What is the myth that Gillamon says the humans invented? What does Gillamon say may 

happen regarding the myth? What does he say may “lie ahead today?” Gillamon says this 

will affect Patrick. Could it also affect others? If so, how do you know? 

 

5) List five contests and their prizes. 

 

6) Liz is concerned that she has not yet done much in her mission. How does Gillamon 

reassure her? 

 

7) What three things did John Henry remind his sons that Scots always need to remember? 

 

8) Where did Gillamon put Nigel when the humans walked up? Who were John Henry’s 

three sons? Which contest did Patrick enter? How does Gillamon introduce himself and 

Clarie? 

 

9) What does Patrick put together about Gillamon and Clarie and how? 

 

10) What does Clarie say to almost blow their cover? How does she cover her tracks? Who 

notices that something does not add up? What physical clue about Clarie does he notice? 
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Chapter 7: Magical Meetings 
 

1) Name seven main courses or side dishes, seven desserts, and three drinks at the St. 

Andrew’s Day festival. Who did Liz refer to as the “founder of the feast?” Why? List 

four separate passages in which this event is found in the Bible, including book, chapter, 

and verses. 

 

2) How are Gillamon and Clarie disguised? Describe their outfits. Describe the outfits the 

common folk and Indians might have worn. What is the clue that gives away Gillamon’s 

natural identity? 

 

3) What is the myth the humans made up? What does Gillamon say may happen regarding 

the myth? What does he say may “lie ahead today?” Will it affect Patrick? Could it affect 

others? If so, how do you know? Give an example of how this passage might be both 

fiction and fantasy, two of Jenny L. Cote’s writing genres. 

 

4) List five contests and their prizes. Which contest will Gillamon judge? Who will assist 

him? Describe the prize for this contest in detail. Why do you think Jenny L. Cote 

described this prize in such specific detail? 

 

5) Why is Gillamon’s assisting judge qualified for the position? How do you know this? 

 

6) Is Liz concerned about the progress of her Patrick Henry mission? How do you know 

this? What does Gillamon say to Liz after she comments about the mission? 

 

7) What three things does John Henry remind his sons that Scots need to remember? Which 

humans walk up to Gillamon and Clarie? What does Gillamon do with Nigel when they 

do? How does Gillamon introduce himself and Clarie? What does Patrick put together 

about Gillamon and Clarie? What item causes Patrick to put things together? 

 

8) What does Clarie say to almost blow their cover? How does she cover her tracks? Who 

notices that something does not add up? What physical clue about Clarie does he notice? 

Which characteristic of Patrick’s does this demonstrate? 

 

9) Who is Patrick’s best friend? Why does Jenny L. Cote tell us this? What do you think his 

importance in Patrick’s life might be? 

 

10) Read the last sentence in Chapter 7. What do you think this might be? Do you think that 

whatever it is will be revealed? Do you think that it is a good or bad character? Why? 
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Nigel’s Nuggets 
 

 

 

Chapter 7: Magical Meetings 
 

 

OPTION 1: The St. Andrew’s Day festival would be Al’s kind of festival. Imagine he had  

  attended. Create something to show what might have happened if he did. 

 

OPTION 2: Wassail is mentioned as well as other items with which you might be unfamiliar.  

 What is wassail? Describe three other dishes which are unfamiliar to you. Find a  

 recipe for all four items you described. Make at least one of them or go all out and 

 make a St. Andrew’s Day feast to enjoy with your family and/or friends. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chapter 7: Magical Meetings 

 Summarize the chapter in three to five sentences, 

written or orally.  

 Summarize the chapter in one word, phrase or 

sentence and write it on an index card with the chapter number and title written on the other side.  

 Shuffle all your Soaring flashcards. Player one reads the number 

and/or title of a chapter on one side of a flashcard. Player two answers with the Soaring 

Summarization on the other side of the flashcard. Reshuffle your flashcards, switch players if 

desired, and play three times. 
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GETTING STARTED 

QUESTION ANSWER 

2 140; 7,000 

3 No 

CHARACTER LETTER 

Gillamon D 

Max F 

Al A 

Liz G 

Kate B 

Nigel C 

Claire E 

Chapter 7: Magical Meetings 
 

EAGLET: 
QUESTION PAGE NUMBER ANSWER 

1 p 50 Any three of the following: Savory chicken, sides of 

beef, ham biscuits, cheese wafers, corn pudding, three-

bean relish, melon balls, spoon bread, curried shrimp, 

oyster fritters, plum pudding, roasted artichokes, 

brandied peaches, ploughman’s pastry pies, sweet potato 

muffins, Sally Lunn bread, almond macaroons, 

cranberry-orange bread, lemon tartlets, gingerbread, 

apple pies, pumpkin pies, and cherry pies 

2 p 50 Any three of the following: cider, ale, rum punch, and 

wassail 

3 p 50 Reader’s opinion 

4 p 51 A maple walking stick with a carved mountain goat as a 

handle 

5 p 52 Young ladies can meet husbands at the St. Andrew’s Day 

festival 

6 p 52 Any two of the following: Races for gingerbread cakes, a 

horse race for a hunting saddle, boxing for a fine hat, 

wrestling for silver-buckled shoes, dancing for a 

handsome pair of shoes, a pair of silk stockings for the 

prettiest maiden, fiddling for a fiddle 

7 p 53 Nigel’s Violin 

8 p 54 Into his hat 

9 p 54 Patrick, William, John Syme, Jr. 

10 p 55 Samuel Meredith 
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Chapter 7: Magical Meetings 
 

 

      

QUESTION ANSWER 

1 p 50 

2 p 50, Bible Research 

3 p 51 

4 p 52 

5 p 52 

6 p 53 

7 p 53 

8 p 54 

9 p 54 

10 p 55 

 

 

QUESTION ANSWER 

1 p 50 

2 p 51 

3 p 52 

4 p 52 

5 p 53 

6 p 53 

7 p 54 

8 p 55 

9 p 55 

10 p 55 

 

 


